Abstract-Clinical studies, especially randomized controlled trials, generate gold-standard medical evidence. However, the lack of population representativeness of clinical studies has hampered their generalizability to the real-world population. Overly restrictive qualitative criteria are often applied to exclude patients. In this work, we develop a lexical-pattern-based tool to structure qualitative eligibility criteria with temporal constraints, with which we analyzed over 10,800 cancer clinical studies. Our results showed that restrictive temporal constraints are often applied on qualitative criteria in cancer studies, limiting the generalizability of their results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clinical studies are conducted for testing the efficacy and safety of a treatment (e.g., medication, device, and procedure) for one or more medical conditions. Even though clinical trials have been widely-accepted as a gold-standard of modern medical research [1] , many of them failed to balance the internal validity and external validity, thereby limiting the applicability of the trial results to the real-world population. The lack of population representativeness is one of the major issues that lead to poor generalizability [2] . A study of the Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG) reported that although about 60% of new cases of cancer occur among older adults, they only comprise 25% of participants in cancer clinical trials [3] . In developed countries such as the United States, more than 40% of all newly diagnosed breast cancer patients are over 65 years old [3] . However, older adults are systematically underrepresented in clinical studies across major types of cancer [3] as well as other chronic conditions such as dementia [4] , and diabetes [5] . This practice may significantly hamper the generalizability of the efficacy and safety findings of clinical studies to broader patient populations [6] . As a consequence, some drugs were later withdrawn from the market after serious adverse drug reactions (e.g., death, organ damage, and toxicity) were observed when they were administered to a broad patient population [7] . Moreover, there is a lack of evidence for assessing quality of care in elderly patients with multiple comorbidities as clinical practice guidelines commonly only focus on a single disease [8] . To provide the evidence for assessing the efficacy and safety of a medication that will be used in elders with multiple comorbidities, these patients should be appropriately represented in clinical trials [9] .
Cancer clinical studies usually do not explicitly exclude older adults. Only 794 (4.4%) of all the 17,858 interventional clinical studies in ClinicalTrials.gov on lung neoplasms between 2000 and 2014 explicitly excluded patients >= 65 years old. Our recent study also shows that the quantitative eligibility criteria in cancer studies did not pose notable restrictions in the target population [10] . However, the qualitative eligibility criteria with moderate or strict restrictions were frequently observed in these trials. In particular, patients with clinically evident congestive heart failure and/or myocardial infarction were often excluded by colorectal cancer treatment trials. In this study, we present the prototype of a parsing tool called qUalitative eLigibiliTy cRiteriA parser (ULTRA), which leverages pre-defined lexical patterns to structure qualitative eligibility criteria with temporal constraints. With this tool, we analyze the temporal constraints of exclusion criteria in cancer clinical studies to understanding how cancer clinical studies exclude patients with restrictive exclusion criteria. Based on the tool, we can answer questions such as "what temporal constraints do lung cancer clinical studies use to exclude patients with myocardial infarction?"
II. METHOD

A. General Analytical Pipeline
The goal of this work is to analyze the restrictions of qualitative eligibility criteria of cancer studies with respect to temporal constraints. In a clincial study summary, free-text eligiblity criteria define the characteristics of the eligible patients, i.e., the target population of the study. In order to analyze the pattern of eligibility criteria at large scale, we need to formalize eligibility criteria in a computer-recognizable format. We adapted a set of lexical patterns identified by Milian et al. [11] to recognize free-text eligibility criteria with temporal constraints, such as "no history of myocardial infarction within the last five years." Using these patterns, we can easily identify the temporal constraint and the candidate text region for named entity recognition (NER). Further, we are only interested in the concepts of the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) about disorders, procedures, and clinical drugs [12] . Using the UMLS, we can normalize different terms with the same meaning, e.g., myocardial infarction and heart attack, into the same concept. Due to the complexity of eligibility criteria text, state-of-the-art methods for representing eligibility criteria with compound semantics have to be manually processed before automated processing [13] . In this work, we used dependency parsing and syntax tree to decompose complex criteria and identify noun phrases for NER. Figure 1 shows the overall analytical pipeline of this study, which consists of four major components: (1) eligibility criteria data collection, (2) basic nature language processing, (3) pattern matching and NER based on dependency parsing and syntactic parsing results, and (4) temporal constraint analysis. We will discuss the details of the pipeline in following sections. 
B. Data Collection
ClinicalTrials.gov is a clinical study and results registry created and maintained by the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM). Previously, we transformed the clinical studies in ClinicalTrials.gov into a relational database called COMPACT [14] . From COMPACT, we retrieved all the freetext eligibility criteria for clinical studies on four major types of cancer, namely lung cancer (n = 2,880), breast cancer (n = 4,267), prostate cancer (n = 2,123), and colorectal cancer (n = 1,578) for studies with a start date between January 2000 and December 2014.
C. Eligilbity Criteria Parsing
After collecting the free-text eligibility criteria of cancer studies from the COMPACT database, we parsed the eligibility criteria for each study as follows. First, we identified the subsections of eligibility criteria. Normally, the eligibility criteria section is divided into 'Inclusion Criteria' and 'Exclusion Criteria' subsections, characterizing patients who are or are not eligible for the study. However, in the study summaries on ClinicalTrials.gov, subsection names of the eligiblity criteria may also be 'Patient Characteristics,' 'Disease Characteristics,' and 'Prior Concurrent Therapy.'
After scrutinizing all the possble section names, we considered all the sections except 'Exclusion Criteria' as inclusion criteria. The eligiblity criteria section in the XML-format summaries uses hashtags (i.e., "#") to separate each individual eligiblity criterion. Based on the hashtags, we split the criteria subsection into a set of individual criteria. Nevertheless, an criterion may include more than one sentence. For each criterion, we employed the Stanford CoreNLP [15] tool to perform tokenization, sentence spliting, Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging, duration recognition, syntax parsing, and dependency parsing. With pre-defined lexical rules, we identified qualitative criteria with temporal constraints. We then used the Stanford CoreNLP tool to extract the temporal constraints and candidate text region for concept recognition through NER. In the NER task, we also used dependency parsing and synatic parsing results to identify UMLS concepts from eligibility criteria of varying complexity. The details of pattern matching and UMLS concept recognition are explained as follows:
1) Recognizing Criteria with Temporal Constraints
We extracted contextual information (i.e., temporal constraints in the criteria) from eligibility criteria with a list of pre-defined lexical patterns. Milian et al. previously used a set of lexical patterns to structure eligibility criteria [11] . We selected a subset of the lexical patterns that contain temporal constraints. Table V lists the lexical patterns with more than 100 criteria sentences. After matching a criterion with the pattern, we then formalized the temporal phrases (e.g., 'within the last five years') in TIMEX3 format [16] . We used a Java library called time4j to normalize the units of the temporal constraints to 'month,' where the granularity is sufficient for our purpose.
TokensRegex in Stanford CoreNLP is a cascading regular expression language that can structure a sequence of tokens according to predefined lexical patterns in a cascading manner [17] . TokensRegex, which describes text as a sequence of tokens (e.g., words and punctuations), can apply writing patterns over the tokens rather than matching patterns merely at the character level. With TokenRegex, we were able to easily recognize and structure the temporal information. Table I gives an example illustrating how we used a lexical rule in TokensRegex to structure a criterion with a temporal constraint. We identified UMLS terms from the words labeled as TEXT_NER. In addition, the stage of the pattern specifies the priority of pattern, i.e., which pattern should be matched first. Figure 2 gives an example sentence that matches this pattern: Any history of hemoptysis within the past 12 months. In this example, the term history was labeled as KEY (of the pattern). The term hemoptysis was labeled as TEXT_NER. The phrase 12 months was labeled as DURATION. 
2) Named Entity Recognition (NER)
In our previous work [18] , we employed a well-known technique called n-gram to extract terms from a word sentence for UMLS concept matching. Specifically, after sentence detection, tokenization, and POS tagging, we applied a fuzzy matching method to match an n-gram to a UMLS term. The fuzzy matching method would check if a sequence of words can match a UMLS term when the case, stop words and minor lexical variations are ignored. However, eligibility criteria often have complex syntax. For example, the criterion 'History of drug, alcohol, or substance abuse within the 6 months before screenin' contains three major criteria concepts: drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and substance abuse. It is thus not feasible to use n-grams, which consist of a contiguous sequence of n words, to identify concpets in criteria with conjunctions. Therefore, in this study, we used the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit to perform dependency parsing and syntax tree analysis to decompose complex criteria with conjunction, aiming at improving the accuracy and recall of the NER task. Note that we also used the dependency parsing results to identify nouns or noun phrases from simple criteria. Since most qualitative criteria with temporal constraints in our dataset are relevant to disorders, procedures, and drugs, we only included UMLS concepts of the semantic types shown in Table II . The details on dependency parsing and syntax tree analysis are explained below. 
a) Dependency Parsing
Dependency parsing provides a representation of grammatical relations between words in a sentence. Therefore, it allows us to identify a meaningful term with adjacent or nonadjacent words in a sentence. For example, in the sentence 'Patients who received chemotherapy, steroid or biologic treatment within 4 weeks prior to enrollment', the term steroid and treatment are not adjacent, but they are connected by the syntactic relationship 'conjunction' in the dependency parsing. As such, we can recognize the UMLS concept steroid treatment (C0149783) in this sentence. We only considered the relations in the dependency parsing results that can be used to construct noun phrases, including amod (adjectival modifier), acomp (adjectival complement), vmod (reduced, non-finite verbal modifier), nn (noun compound modifier), compound (general compound modifier) and nmod (nominal modifier). With 'conj_or' and 'conj_and' relations, we can automatically construct meaningful terms based on frequently occurring syntactic structures, such as A (adjective), B (adjective) or C (adjective) N (noun), by combining AN, BN, CN to extract possible UMLS terms. We extracted words associated by the above relations and labeled them as TEXT_NER. Figure 3 shows an example of dependency parsing for the sentence 'No history of drug, alcohol, or substance abuse within the 6 months before screening.' Based on the dependency parsing results, we decomposed the sentence and matched the terms substance abuse, alcohol abuse, and drug abuse to the UMLS concepts C0740858, C0085762, and C0013146, respectively.
We also detected negation in the sentence with dependency parsing by extracting the negation relation before the first word of our pre-defined lexical patterns. The negation relation is represented as 'neg' in Figure 3 , i.e., the word 'No' has a negation relation with word 'history,' the first word of the pattern HISTORY_WITHIN. 
b) Syntax Tree
The output of syntax parsing is a syntax tree, which is a tree representation of the syntactic structure of a sentence. We traversed the syntax tree to find the longest noun phrase that can match a UMLS term. We only extracted UMLS terms from a word sequence that satisfies the following three criteria: (a) it is labeled as TEXT_NER in the pattern matching process; (b) it is a single-word noun or a noun phrase with no more than five words, including NN (single noun), NNS (plural noun), NNP (proper single noun), NNPS (proper plural noun) and NP (noun phrase); (c) none of the words in the sequence match any UMLS terms in the dependency parsing phase. If a longer noun phrase matches a UMLS term, its subsequence will not be matched again. Figure 4 shows the syntax tree for the sample sentence 'Patients must not have a history of bleeding diathesis or have used anticoagulant therapy within 10 days of study entry,' which follows the Penn Treebank Project annotations [19] . Using the pattern matching, we labeled the word sequence 'bleeding diathesis or have used anticoagulant therapy' as TEXT_NER. In this word sequence, 'bleeding diathesis' and 'anticoagulant therapy' are noun phrases. 'Anticoagulant therapy' has been already recognized as a UMLS concept (C0150457) with the dependency parsing, thus was not further processed. 'Bleeding diathesis' was not recognized as a noun phrase by the dependency parsing because 'bleeding' was erroneously tagged as a verb. Using the syntax tree, we identified it as a UMLS concept (C0005779). Table III shows the number of clinical studies for each type of cancer included in this study. The majority of the studies are interventional studies (i.e., clinical trials). Table IV summarizes the characteristics of eligibility criteria of cancer studies. The majority of the eligibility criteria sentences have no negation, regardless of the subsection in which they appear. 
III. RESULTS
A. General Descriptive Statistics
B. Evaluation of the Pre-defined Lexical Patterns
We performed a preliminary evaluation to assess the quality of the lexical patterns used in ULTRA. We randomly selected 500 eligibility criteria, and manually reviewed the parsing results. The task to manually identify qualitative criteria with temporal constraints is trivial and thus does not require cancer domain knowledge. We define that the qualitative criteria with temporal constraints are positives; others are negatives in our manually annotated corpus. Qualitative criteria with temporal constraints that can be correctly matched to one of our pre-defined lexical patterns are true positives (TP = 81). Qualitative criteria with temporal constraints that cannot be matched to any of our pre-defined lexical patterns are false negatives (FN = 20) . These criteria are mostly with compound semantics with joint use of parentheses and conjunctions. Qualitative criteria without temporal constraints and quantitative criteria such as 'ANC >= 1500 per uL' that did not match any pattern are true negatives (TN = 394), otherwise false positives (FP = 5). FP criteria are mostly about age. The recall (i.e., TP/(TP+FN)) is 80.2%; the precision (i.e., TP/(TP+FP)) is 94.2%; the F-score is 86.6%.
C. Frequency of Lexical Patterns in Cancer Studies
Table IV lists all the lexical patterns used in this study to recognize and structure qualitative criteria with temporal constraints, their frequency in inclusion and exclusion criteria, and a sample criterion sentence for each pattern. The keywords of the patterns are in bold typeset in the sample sentences. The temporal constraints are in italic typeset in the sample sentences. The most frequent pattern is "WITHIN" followed by "MORETHAN," "WITHIN_PT." It is reasonable that the majority of the qualitative criteria do not follow any patterns (n = 162,132), because the majority of eligibility criteria do not have temporal constraints. Figure 5 shows the distribution of semantic types of the UMLS concepts identified from eligibility criteria of each type of cancer studies. The numbers in the bar graph represent the percentage of criteria in the studies of the corresponding cancer type. It is clear that most criteria are about diseases or syndromes, therapeutic or preventive procedures, diagnostic procedures, and laboratory procedures. It is worth noting that breast cancer studies have more criteria about therapeutic or preventive procedures than other types, whereas prostate cancer studies have much fewer such criteria. Meanwhile, prostate cancer studies have more criteria about diagnostic procedures than other types. All the semantic types have at least 10 occurrences. Figure 6 shows the temporal constraint distribution for frequent qualitative eligibility criteria. We included those criteria with negation in the inclusion criteria as well as those without negation in the exclusion criteria. The x-axis represents the number of months used as the temporal constraint in the eligibility criteria. Note that "0" represents the temporal constraint of less than one month. The numbers in the cell represent the number of occurrences of the criterion with the corresponding temporal constraint. The criteria are ranked by their frequency from bottom up. It is clear that the criteria about therapeutic procedures with temporal constraints are more frequently used than those about disorders. In addition, temporal constraints applied on exclusion criteria about therapeutic procedures are systematically shorter (<= two months) than those applied on exclusion criteria about disorders (>= six months). Figure 7 illustrates the temporal constraint distribution for three frequent criteria: congestive heart failure, myocardial infarction, and cerebrovascular accident, stratified by the type of cancer. The x-axis represents the number of months in the temporal constraint. The y-axis represents the number of studies. We included those criteria with negation in the inclusion criteria as well as those without negation in the exclusion criteria. The majority of the criteria about congestive heart failure do not have temporal constraints. For exclusion criteria about myocardial infarction and cerebrovascular accident, 'six months' is the mostly used temporal constraints, followed by '12 months,' both of which implying moderate restriction of the target population [20] . In this work, we developed a lexical-rule-based natural language processing tool called ULTRA to structure eligibility criteria with temporal constraints. We pre-selected 21 lexical patterns from a published paper on enhancing the reuse of structured eligibility criteria [11] . To facilitate automated decomposition of complex criteria with conjunction, we leveraged the dependency tree and syntax tree generated by the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit. Using ULTRA, we parsed freetext eligibility criteria of about 10,800 clinical studies on the four most prevalent types of cancer, including lung cancer, breast cancer, prostate cancer, and colorectal cancer. We found that frequently used exclusion criteria about procedures, e.g., major surgery, radiation therapy, and chemotherapy, are often applied with a short temporal constraint (e.g., one month). Meanwhile, frequently used qualitative criteria about disorders, e.g., myocardial infarction, stroke, and unstable angina, are often applied with longer temporal constraint such as six months, indicating moderate restrictions [20] .
D. Semantic Types of the UMLS Concepts in the Criteria
E. Temporal Constraint Distribution of Frequent Concepts
Cancer clinical studies often suffer from lack of participants and delayed enrollment [20] . Informatics has the potential to optimize clinical research participant selection during the design phase of a new study. As eligibility criteria represent the study population being sought after, computational techniques based on natural language processing and biomedical ontologies can be leveraged to identify the issues of population representativeness from the eligibility criteria during the design phase of a new study. By relaxing unnecessarily restrictive eligibility criteria, the study can be accessible to patients whose health conditions may not directly interact with the inventions tested in the studies and are thus safe to participate. This study has a few limitations. First, we ignored sentences with more than 500 characters after sentence split, because some criteria were copied from the study protocol into a study summary without punctuations. Second, it is difficult to exhaustively list all the lexical patterns due to the freedom of natural language. As such, some overly simplified criterion such as "1 year from pregnancy, lactation or chemotherapy" were not captured by our patterns. Nevertheless, our preliminary evaluation of the lexical patterns showed satisfactory coverage of the qualitative criteria with temporal constraints. Third, we may have missed meaningful criteria concepts that cannot be covered by the UMLS. Nevertheless, we used fuzzy matching to allow a term to match a UMLS concept with minor variations. In the future, we will improve the ULTRA tool to identify meaningful criteria concepts that are not covered by the UMLS. In future studies, we will perform a comprehensive evaluation to evaluate the accuracy of named entity recognition, temporal constraints extraction, and negation detection. We will also enhance the named entity recognition with frequent syntax tree mining.
